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full.

Today in luxury:

Tom Ford: What's next

With his brand on track to hit nearly $2 billion in retail sales in 2017, the designer is on a quest for global
dominance, says Business of Fashion.

Click here to read the entire article on Business of Fashion

Tijuana shoplifting ring hit US malls for $20M in luxury goods, authorities say

For at least the past decade, T ijuana vendors put in special orders for designer merchandise, dispatching teams of
shoplifters to malls around the country to steal more than $20 million in loot that could be resold at lower prices in
Mexico, according to an indictment unsealed in San Diego federal court Wednesday, reports the Los Angeles
Times.

Click here to read the entire article on the Los Angeles T imes

The family-friendly private jet takes off

Business fliers eager to preserve their sanity despite a Beyonce-like schedule have long justified the exorbitant
expense of traveling by private jet. But shouldn't the same cost-benefit analysis apply to your most precious asset:
vacation time? asks the Wall Street Journal.

Click here to read the entire article on the Wall Street Journal

Tale of how not to run Dubai luxe hotel lands in LA court
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The owner of a $1 billion luxury hotel in Dubai claims the management company it fired just three months after
opening is still scaring off visitors, according to Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg
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